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IT Inventory, Space and Connectivity Management 

Ideal for data centres, offices, campus and non-IT infrastructure

Automated Visio™ diagramming reduces workload and errors 

Find any device and its connectivity (LAN/WAN/SAN/Power) quickly 

Reduce costs and risks of infrastructure changes
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AssetGen Connect Overview

AssetGen Connect is designed to efficiently manage the physical aspects of IT and non-IT infrastructure and is 

typically used for data centres, networks, cabling, offices, security, industrial systems, etc.

By combining hardware inventory with positioning and connectivity, the location of any hardware component 

can be easily understood, as well as dependencies and single points of failure. AssetGen is used to document 

existing, legacy and planned infrastructure so it can be used by projects and operations teams. The database 

design makes it simple to add new inventory components based on your own conventions, so it can evolve 

with new technology as well as changes in scope. Data security is very important to our customers, so 

AssetGen does not rely on external updates, discovery or communication with devices.

AssetGen Connect automates the production and 

updating of Visio diagrams of floor plans, racks, networks 

and architecture views. Using Visio provides the flexibility 

and detail needed for complex infrastructure while 

keeping it simple and consistent for engineering teams. 

Consistent, updated Visio network diagrams

‘Updating rack and network 
diagrams used to take hours, now it 

only takes seconds!’

AssetGen Connect is available in 2 versions – A) desktop single user and B) multi-user server  with web 

access. This makes it convenient for any size of environment, as well as supporting project and operational 

use. It makes it possible to meet the information needs of specific teams, as well as increase scope at a later 

date. It is common to focus an AssetGen implementation on a priority data centre, expanding later to include 

other DCs, equipment rooms, building infrastructure and user devices.

AssetGen Connect simplifies the creation, 

update and usability of the infrastructure 

information sets needed for complex IT 

environments. Scalable to any size and 

integrates with existing Excel and Visio 

documentation.

Consistent data and diagrams in one place

Single entry of device or connectivity data

Less engineering time and skills required

Audit trails and change history
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AssetGen Connect’s inventory can be any active or passive component, located in an enclosure, rack or 

location. This flexibility enables the AssetGen database to support and evolve with changes in equipment 

types, configurations and builds. IT, IoT and other inventory types are supported such as security systems, 

building control, vehicles, radio, digital signage, industrial, power, etc.  

Infrastructure Inventory Management 

In the screenshot on the right we 

can see where the server is, the 

ports that are in use and the  

connected devices. 

Equipment configurations, build 

and port names can be 

standardised for consistency.

Equipment attributes are 

assigned by users to cover 

technical, commercial and 

reporting needs. 

Existing documents are easily 

found such as manuals, recovery 

and project documents.

AssetGen Visio support enables 

the display of build configurations 

and positions to make it simple to 

locate specific modules and 

components by non-experts.  

The inventory information can be 

replicated to other toolsets such 

as CMDBs and monitoring 

systems with minimal effort.

AssetGen Connect typical database structure
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‘I replaced 1000s of spreadsheets 
with one AssetGen Connect 

database’

DIN Rails
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The AssetGen system was designed to support any type of physical connectivity, which makes it suitable for 

both IT, IoT and non-IT systems. There may be a mix of connectivity data (LAN, WAN, SAN, power, 

management) as well as media and port types (copper, fibre, SFP, mixed, coax, DC/AC power) used by end 

equipment. 

It makes sense to have one system covering all types of connectivity to reduce data management and keep it 

simple. This flexibility is vital to ensuring AssetGen can support multiple equipment types as they move 

through their product lifecycle.

Connectivity reporting is a key benefit of the AssetGen system so that cables, paths and dependencies are 

easily understood by design, build, operations and risk teams. From the connectivity data we provide multiple 

reports to suit specific needs from a single cable to consolidated reports on switch and cabling capacity.

Connectivity Management

Connectivity management can be a mix of 

planning, creating clear work instructions, 

creating and updating project and operational 

diagrams. Without good connectivity 

management it is no surprise that  the 

“spaghetti effect” occurs.

Full path reporting

Device to circuit breaker tracing

Excel vertical and horizontal path reports

Visio diagrams of data, power, storage, control

Consolidated end to end reporting

Patching of data and power

Port utilization and capacity

Partial connections reports

Detailed path 
trace of a server 
data connection

Visio path trace of server connections

“I need to have both textual and visual connectivity views for planning changes”

AssetGen Connect gives you a detailed understanding of every device, connection and port status across the 

environment with multiple perspectives. It means you don’t have to wiggle cables to work out where they 

terminate, taking time and causing disruption. No need for site surveys to understand if there are spare ports in 

the switches, backbone connections or power strips. Planning and control can be centralised so that a few 

specialists can manage a large physical estate and make use of local build support, maintaining control and 

consistency of implementation. 
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Infrastructure Diagram Automation 1

A picture paints a thousand words – but in modern IT we may need 1000s of pictures to explain the physical 

locations, network topologies, system configurations and failover scenarios. The AssetGen system is unique 

in automating the creation and update of MS Visio diagrams for project, operations and risk management 

teams. Visio is familiar to existing engineering teams, so AssetGen gives immediate benefit to workload 

reduction, as well as access to the wide range of Visio stencils provided by equipment manufacturers.

Automated diagramming process

AssetGen
Connect

AssetGen
Database

Create & Update

Visio
Template

Visio 
Diagram

AssetGen
Client

Visio

Visio

Standard 
formats

Creating. The user decides what 

type of diagram they want and the 

Visio template to use. AssetGen

then extracts the data, matches up 

the shapes and then creates the 

diagram. Layout is modified by the 

user for readability.

Updating. Updating a diagram uses 

the same process (manually or by 

automated runs). The diagram is 

checked and updates applied, 

preserving the original user layout.

Automated diagrams are different. This Visio rack diagram 

was created in a few seconds. The rack was sized, the 

equipment placed and the symbols used from the selected 

Visio template. Device data was embedded in each shape with 

make / model / serial number and other attributes. Hyperlinks 

were also embedded to support drill down in our web interface 

and publishing to a web portal.  Can you still justify manual 

diagramming and the workload it creates?

Automated updating. The automated update feature enables 

Visio diagrams and Excel outputs to be refreshed in bulk on a 

daily or weekly basis. Update all rack and network diagrams for 

1 or 100 locations every night! Always up to date – simple.

‘I update all rack diagrams for the 
new data centre project with just 2 

mouse clicks.’ 
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Infrastructure Diagram Automation 2

From one source of data, AssetGen provides one off, project and operational Visio diagrams which are 

consistent in content and symbols for any size of environment. Users do not need to be Visio experts to 

create a diagram, as AssetGen does most of the work for them. With our flexible approach to automated 

diagramming, many types of diagrams commonly used in enterprise infrastructure are supported.

Data centre
Floorplans

Locations of
Wifi, cameras, 

outlets

Cabling architecture
routes, capacity

IoT data
and power

LAN/WAN/SAN Topology

‘This removes a load of 
work we have to do.’

Single points of failure / failover

Chassis and modular systems – ODFs, etc.

Security zones and domains

Heat maps and status dashboards

Data, power and cabling topology

Network and device connectivity

Service and path understanding

Data centre, equipment rooms

The visualisation techniques that make 

Visio so useful for IT environments 

such as background pages, data 

graphics and layering can still be used 

and applied to multiple diagram types.
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1. AssetGen SysMap maps the logical and virtual 

infrastructure that sits on top of the physical 

infrastructure. Mapping relationships between physical, 

virtual, applications, services and systems for service and 

risk awareness. Commonly used with CMDB data, 

SysMap is available separately for change impact analysis 

and complex dependency control.

AssetGen Integrations

AssetGen
Connect

AssetGen
SysMap

Connect and SysMap share
the same database

AssetGen database

2. Management Toolset Integration. The physical 

infrastructure data in Connect can be re-used by service 

desks, monitoring tools and other management toolsets. 

Three options are available – API, csv/xml import/export and 

web hyperlinks.

These gives options for data exchange and updating which 

may be dependent on data quality and resources.

Integration options

AssetGen database

API

Monitoring tools

Service desk CMDB Auto-Discovery

Project workflow

Asset mgmt

Web
Import /

export

AssetGen Licencing and Platforms

AssetGen is available in 2 versions with A) single use desktop and B) multi-user with web access. Licences are 

based on the database size and purchased as a perpetual licence with annual software support. Database sizes 

start at 500 devices, increasing to 1000, 2000, 5000, 10000 and unlimited. Licences can be easily upgraded with 

scope and platform changes. Discounts are available for multi-server implementations.

30-day temporary licences are available for our desktop evaluation version. Integrators and service providers 

who require temporary rather than perpetual licences for one or multiple projects can contact our customer 

support team who will advise on licence costs and options.

The AssetGen Connect system requires standard Microsoft Windows platforms for desktop and server 

versions. The desktop version requires Windows 10 and above. The multi-user server version requires Windows 

Server 2019 with SQL server,IIS for the web and API interfaces. We recommend Visio Professional 2013/7/19/ 

Microsoft365 plan2 for working with AssetGen. For more information on supported platforms, please contact 

Square Mile Systems customer support. 
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We provide various services to help AssetGen Connect deliver the benefits and efficiencies that it is capable 

of. As many infrastructure teams are time limited, it makes sense to involve our specialists to support an 

implementation. Our product knowledge and experience will deliver end results faster and skills gaps can be 

overcome. Services are always customised to requirements, with our customer support team able to provide 

options, costs and timescales.

1. Prototyping and proof concept 

A short, focused project where we configure and load sample customer data onto an evaluation system. It 

lets you see how data is processed, produces sample outputs and helps refine requirements for product 

licences and implementation.

Implementation Services

©Square Mile Systems

2. Training and Skills Transfer

On premise and remote administrator training are available 

for both AssetGen Connect (5 days) and Visio Automation (2 

days). Training is often combined with other services to 

minimise impact on staff workload.

3. Implementation and project tasks

Implementation tasks can be allocated to Square Mile to complement existing resources. 

• Assessment of existing data and naming conventions to support configuration and set up

• Consolidation, normalisation and bulk loading of existing records

• Data capture and audits where data is found to have gaps or inconsistencies.

• Development of supporting Visio standards, templates and diagram formats

4. Post implementation

• On going administration support and data checking.

• Mentoring of key individuals.

• Update training for new staff and changes in scope.
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About Square Mile Systems

Square Mile Systems is based in the United Kingdom, developing the AssetGen system at our HQ in Poulton, 

Gloucestershire. The first production version of AssetGen was released in 2006 with customers across all 

sectors and continents then purchasing the system. While mainly focused on complex enterprise level ICT 

systems documentation, AssetGen is also used for marine, industrial, military and transportation 

environments that have adopted IT and IoT technologies. 

Square Mile Systems works with various industry trade associations in the UK and North America 

developing best practices and standards for documenting and visualising complex ICT infrastructure.

For more information, please visit our websites which have more product information, webinars and 
contact forms. 

Alternatively, call us at our HQ and we will be glad to help. Tel: +44 (0)8700 340770 

www.assetgen.com www.squaremilesystems.com

‘ We use AssetGen constantly and trust it more than our CMDB and spreadsheets. 
(and neither produces rack and network diagrams!) ‘

All trademarks are acknowledged


